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The appointments of Chief Justice John Roberts and Justice Samuel Alito were milestones in your stated quest to transform the courts. Appreciating that a critical duty assigned to the president by the Constitution is nominating and, with Senate advice and consent, appointing judges, you vowed to recommend “strict constructionists.” Selection has enhanced importance, given modern perceptions that judges are essentially the final arbiters of societal disputes, including such questions as terrorism and affirmative action. The *Hamdan v. Rumsfeld*\(^1\) and *Grutter v. Bollinger*\(^2\) opinions as well as the public school desegregation\(^3\) and *Schiavo*\(^4\) litigation trenchantly illuminate those notions.

You can still alter the courts, although only ten months are left. Other Justices could resign. You named three hundred appellate and district judges in the first seven years and may choose another fifty. Realization of your objectives necessitates finesse because losing the Senate majority, declining citizen approval, and rising politicization will exacerbate confirmation’s already in-
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tractable nature. Since 2001, the process has manifested divisive charges and recriminations among you, who tendered controversial nominees, the GOP, which supported them, and Democrats, who applied filibusters when blocking the candidates, even as Republicans pledged to limit this venerable device. If the situation remains acrimonious, it will compound appointments’ grievously deteriorated condition, further undermining respect for the Executive, the Senate, and the judiciary—a phenomenon witnessed by the nomination of Harriet Miers. Thus, the nation’s welfare dictates that you rise above politics and halt those corrosive dynamics.

You must expeditiously adopt bold, creative steps as your administration closes and approval ratings plummet, if you are to fill the court vacancies and burnish your legacy. Indeed, you may name several Justices and half the federal appellate and district judges, and they will be resolving cases long after you depart the White House.

I. A SELECTIVE HISTORY OF MODERN FEDERAL JUDICIAL SELECTION

When Jimmy Carter assumed office, few women or persons of color were judges. President Carter rectified this dearth by using special initiatives to guarantee that female and minority attorneys were confirmed. Emblematic was his request that senators tender additional women and people of color, as well as implement district nominating panels to foster their approval. When President Carter left office, women constituted twenty percent of appointees, and persons of color twenty-one percent.


6. Lipshutz & Huron, supra note 5, at 484.


8. See Tracey E. George, Court Fixing, 43 ARIZ. L. REV. 9, 18–19 (2001). Diverse approaches yield varying conclusions about the statistics. Sheldon Goldman, Reagan's Judicial Legacy: Completing the Puzzle and Summing Up, 72 JUDICATURE 318, 322 tbl.2 (1989) (14.4% women, 13.9% African-American, 6.9% Hispanic, and 5% Asian); see also SHELDON
Ronald Reagan asserted that his 1980 election was a mandate to place conservatives on the bench. He searched for and appointed numerous individuals with conservative views but designated few women and minorities. Not even two percent of jurists chosen were African Americans. Once George H.W. Bush triumphed, he essentially honored Reagan’s philosophy by seating many conservative nominees and tapping few minority lawyers, yet Bush recommended a plethora of women.

After his 1992 ascendance, Bill Clinton emphasized competence and diversity over ideology, selecting talented jurists who augmented political balance and establishing records for women and people of color. However, Republican and Democratic infighting left more than eighty judgeships unoccupied at the Clinton Administration’s culmination.

II. JUDICIAL SELECTION IN YOUR FIRST SEVEN YEARS

After your extremely narrow first victory, you promised to appoint strict constructionists. The limited election mandate re-
quired compromises, as Democrats’ assumption of Senate control six months after the election changed the political landscape.\textsuperscript{15} Your reduced reliance on longstanding, valuable American Bar Association (“ABA”) input correspondingly provoked Democratic opposition, which stymied appointments.\textsuperscript{16} The GOP’s mid-term recapture of the Senate facilitated confirmation efforts.\textsuperscript{17} However, when you nominated attorneys whom Democrats challenged as overly ideological, even resorting to filibusters,\textsuperscript{18} appointments stalled.\textsuperscript{19} The confirmation process, thus, yielded vicious accusations and retorts, invocation of strategic measures for partisan gain, and fractious behavior that devoured enormous resources. You chose three hundred judges over your initial seven years in office, but fifty positions are now empty, and Democrats recaptured the Senate in 2006.\textsuperscript{20}


III. JUDICIAL SELECTION RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE BALANCE OF YOUR PRESIDENCY

A. Goals and Reasons for Achieving the Objectives

1. Merit and Filling the Judicial Vacancies

Cementing a legacy necessitates that you articulate clear goals. Merit should be your touchstone. Strive to guarantee nominees who are exceptionally intelligent, diligent, and independent while possessing balanced temperament—attributes John Roberts exhibits. If the courts operate with able jurists and no vacancies, they can fairly and promptly treat growing, ever more complicated litigation; reduce a number of districts’ civil backlogs; and quickly process appeals, which have increased exponentially. 21

2. Political Ideology

De-emphasize ideology. You characterized Antonin Scalia and Clarence Thomas as your “favorite” Justices and named strict constructionists during the past seven years. 22 The electorate might have assumed you would select conservative jurists and offset Democratic appointees’ putative liberalism. 23 For example, when then-Judiciary Committee head, Arlen Specter (R-Pa.), refused to question then-Judge Roberts during confirmation about reproductive freedom and declared that any nominee who would overturn Roe would face a challenge in the Senate, many excori-
ated him. Nominating conservatives is dogma for the Right, as the selection processes for Roberts, Miers, and Alito illustrate.

If you continue to embrace ideology, analyze countervailing factors. No empirical data actually show that President Clinton recommended "activist," liberal jurists whom you must balance. Even if activism were felicitously defined, Clinton appointees and liberal judges are not its only practitioners, as the Supreme Court members you revere have demonstrated. President Clinton tapped few activist or liberal jurists, downplayed ideology, stressed competence and gender and racial balance, and proposed numerous federal district and state judges. He actually eschewed ideology and liberals' remonstrations to choose jurists who would offset GOP appointees.


The last two federal elections are salient. Your 51-49 victory was a tepid “mandate” and evidenced little about citizen ideas on appointments, while Senate returns left the GOP without the votes for cloture and the 2006 results ended its majority. Thus, these elections and low public approval suggest that you de-emphasize ideology, pick consensus nominees, treat statements about favorite Justices and appointees who do not legislate from the bench as campaign rhetoric, and extend overtures to the Democrats.

3. Diversity

Carefully assess gender and racial diversity. Some found your nominees as Governor lacked balance, which echoes criticisms of the judges selected by Presidents Reagan and George H.W. Bush. In your first seven years, you appointed numerous female and minority lawyers, decisions that reflect how your father seated a number of women and how Clinton appointed an unprecedented number of females and minorities. Both yours and your predecessors’ work increased the gender diversity President Reagan neglected, while you and President Clinton addressed deficient racial balance that earlier GOP presidents sustained. Yet, only men received Supreme Court appointment, pressure from conservative activists led Ms. Miers to withdraw, and disparities remain because a few minority nominees’ ideological conservatism delayed their review. One acute example is D.C. Circuit appointee Janice Rogers Brown, who was lauded for mocking the New Deal as the “triumph of our socialist revolution.”

Many ideas justify enhancing diversity. Numerous women and people of color would assist colleagues to understand and resolve
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vexing questions, such as abortion and discrimination,\textsuperscript{33} and would curtail gender and racial bias in the judicial process.\textsuperscript{34} Their selection may demonstrate your amenability to improving conditions for women and minorities across the bar, the justice system, and the country. Having a federal bench that resembles the nation also inspires greater public confidence.\textsuperscript{35} You might want to appoint highly competent, albeit less doctrinaire, jurists, whom Fourth Circuit Judges Roger Gregory and Allyson Duncan typify, as both easily won confirmation.

This survey indicates that you must fill the present fifty vacancies and the fifteen more that will open before your term concludes with extraordinarily able jurists, increase gender and racial balance, and diminish unproductive politicization. Continue to ventilate and refine objectives while announcing clear goals and devising salutary means to realize them.

B. Procedures for Achieving Your Goals

In both campaigns, you pledged to limit divisiveness and to request floor votes sixty days ahead of judicial nomination, and since 2001 you have attempted to effectuate these objectives.\textsuperscript{36} Those are useful targets, but political and institutional realities, namely the consumption of time by selection entities, frustrate their achievement. These inherent obstacles and deficient resources mean that FBI background checks, ABA scrutiny, and Ju-


diciary Committee evaluation impose delays. The urgency of other business and adherence to arcane rules prolong confirmation. Senators from areas having vacancies may also block nominees, unanimous consent enables one member to delay floor action, and cloture requires sixty votes. Notwithstanding such hurdles, the process might improve if you establish time frames, streamline analysis, and foster cooperation with Democrats—ideas akin to views which you championed in the 2002 elections and in January 2007.

1. General Procedures

Restate your goals and practices through a national forum. This will inform aides and citizens. Explicate Department of Justice ("DOJ") roles, what selection officials do, and how much to respect input by senators from jurisdictions with openings. Your three predecessors named all Supreme Court and many appellate nominees, deferred to senators on trial court vacancies, and asked that serious candidates receive DOJ investigation, and you employed analogous regimens over your initial seven years. Nominating Justices and circuit judges warrants assessment, even though you will monopolize the choices, so ensure that staff effectuate your objectives and use dependable avenues to realize them. The designation of Justices also reflects uncontrollable dynamics, including the judicial philosophy held by the resignee and timing vis-à-vis the election cycle. Yet, the process's importance and drain on scarce resources, which otherwise would apply to circuit and district judgeships, require that you maintain a "short list." The departure of Justice O'Connor and death of Chief Jus-


tice Rehnquist are instructive. Her resignation arguably necessitated your selection of a moderate conservative, while his death prompted you to name Chief Justice Roberts. Justice Alito's success and the failed Miers nomination correspondingly epitomize politics's importance. Administrations with varied outlooks found similar techniques efficacious, so monumental change is not indicated.

Work assiduously with the Senate Judiciary Committee, which exercises lead responsibility for analyzing nominees, and its chair, Senator Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.), who schedules hearings and votes. Enlist his thinking generally and on the designees recommended. Consultation will also facilitate your activities. Thus, before nomination, derive insights from Senator Leahy, earlier chairs, and senators in locales with openings. Solicit help as well from the Majority Leader, Senator Harry Reid (D-Nev.), who regulates floor action.

Glean incisive perspectives from history. For example, consultation has improved appointments by tempering discord. President Clinton frequently broached with the GOP the nominees under review, senators asked for your consultation and they offered to designate lawyers whom your administration might name. Republicans concomitantly ascribed delay to President Clinton’s penchant for transmitting immediately before Senate recesses many attorneys, numbers of whom the GOP deemed unpalatable, and this frustrated confirmation. You may address these concerns by steadily recommending numerous, highly qualified designees, a task the few vacancies ease. The White House might


42. See GERHARDT, supra note 41, at 123–26, 333; Tobias, supra note 13, at 843; see also Goldman & Slotnick, supra note 12, at 268; Orrin G. Hatch, Judicial Nominee Confirmations Are Smoother Now, DALLAS MORNING NEWS, June 27, 1998, at 9A. See generally supra notes 12 & 41.
also solicit the counsel of officials who have recruited judges during the past twenty years.\textsuperscript{43}

The process will be delayed and scrutinized, as your administration ends, and politics will influence whom you choose. Last-term presidents, with ostensible mandates, have a reservoir of good will and substantial authority when forwarding names, but they may expend limited political capital on nominees.\textsuperscript{44} One misstep can upset the whole selection regime, a phenomenon that the nomination of Harriet Miers exemplified.\textsuperscript{45}

2. Special Efforts To Increase Diversity

Canvass fruitful means to increase gender and racial diversity. Helpful beginnings are earlier presidents' actions and specific work undertaken throughout your first seven years. You must investigate productive ways to redouble the various efforts you have taken thus far. For instance, President Carter applied merit selection bodies, while your father and President Clinton encouraged their parties' senators to identify numbers of women.\textsuperscript{46}

Appointing trial judges deserves consideration, as senators where positions are vacant have great leverage.\textsuperscript{47} You might request that officials institute or use available techniques, such as nominating panels, to designate and guarantee the confirmation of female and minority jurists.\textsuperscript{48} Lawmakers and White House personnel also should elicit guidance from conventional sources, including bar associations, and less traditional organizations,

\textsuperscript{43} Examples include Clinton Administration Assistant Attorney General Eleanor Dean Acheson and Deputy White House Counsel William Marshall, as well as Bush Administration White House Counsel Boyden Gray. \textit{Shepherding the Next Court Nominee}, \textit{LEGAL TIMES}, July 4, 2005, at 11; see supra notes 9–13.
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\textsuperscript{48} See supra note 7 and accompanying text; see also text accompanying note 47.
namely women's and minority political groups, which know about candidates. Seek the assistance of female and minority legislators, who should urge their colleagues to delineate, and help approve, women and persons of color. Similarly valuable will be the talents and networking of female and minority attorneys, who represent one in three lawyers, as well as high-profile women and people of color, especially Secretary of State Condeleeza Rice and Secretary of Labor Elaine Chao.

3. Other Specific Actions

Survey, and perhaps apply, innovative concepts to fill all vacancies and enhance gender and racial balance. One direct method is tapping lawyers, including numerous women and persons of color, for every open seat. A related approach may be the creation of new judgeships. This is defensible, as those requests are grounded on filings and workloads that have multiplied since 1990 when a thorough statute last passed. Bipartisanship would flourish if Democrats could offer nominees in exchange for approval of yours or judgeships, or for limited filibuster use and protracted, robust Senate debate, ideas the 2005 Memorandum of Understanding helps elucidate.

Other bold strokes that would deemphasize politics's adverse impacts are elevating Clinton appointees, resubmitting his nominees, and advocating Democrats. Remember, you moved Barrington Parker to the Second Circuit and designated Judge Gregory, after President Clinton had named him the first African-American Fourth Circuit judge, with a recess appointment. If you tender a
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Clinton nominee whom the GOP Senate majority declined to analyze, the lengthy Sixth Circuit battle will end. As profitable to address chronic impasses would be merit selection groups that recommend a few attorneys from whom you choose.  

You should attempt to devise relief for the chronic appointments problem; however, not even dramatic reform will deter Republicans and Democrats from incessantly seeking advantage. One way to break the relentless payback cycle is an accord that eliminates the vacancies and allows Democrats to furnish some judges, thus inaugurating a bipartisan confirmation process. Assume a leadership role by emphasizing merit and downplaying ideology. At least refrain from conduct that perpetuates or escalates the unhealthy dynamic.

If these actions fail to halt gridlock, you should jettison less constructive remedies. A number of efforts that you deemed salutary in the past seven years were actually unproductive. Illustrative was reliance on your office as a bully pulpit to force the judicial selection conundrum and accuse Democrats of obstructionism, an exercise that intensified polarization. Equally confrontational were recess appointments. This vehicle has minimal utility for confirming
judges; as nominees frequently decline the invitation, while the mechanism's employment infuriate potential opponents and raise delicate constitutional questions. When you renominated appellate candidates whom Democrats blocked in recent years, that also exacerbated tensions, but your January 2007 decision against resubmission of three controversial nominees appeared promising.

An unorthodox idea would be to explore amelioration of conflicts by decreasing the stakes through modification of life tenure. Provocative notions include electing Justices and requiring set, lengthy terms. In the final analysis, subverting the choice of judges for ephemeral political gain would be a mistake, because the action will diminish respect for the branches.

---


CONCLUSION

As your presidency draws to a close, unoccupied judgeships will receive scrutiny. If you enunciate laudable objectives, namely having merit guide selection, use innovative, transparent devices to realize them, forge consensus with Democrats and reject politics for the nation’s good, those measures will fill all vacancies with talented jurists, especially numerous women and people of color. How well you discharge this pressing, complex assignment will strongly influence the federal judiciary and profoundly affect your legacy.